PhD EDITS 2020 aims to bring together highly motivated community of PhD scholars to exchange their idea/ongoing work. The platform is very unique in the sense that it provides scholars an opportunity to directly interact one-to-one with industry expert and discuss their problem, process, direction of research. Experts from industry have agreed to be part of the event and they will be available to discuss in the forum. At the same time; their idea, concept, process can be submitted as extended abstract which will be submitted (on acceptance and presentation in the colloquium) for publication in to IEEE Xplore for possible inclusion. Although, we currently have tracks in the domain of Electronics (including power electronics, power grid/smart grid), Communication and Computer Science and Engineering; but it would be possible to extend to any area of IEEE society interest. The colloquium is IEEE ComSoc Bangalore supported and technically sponsored by IEEE.

For details visit: www.phdedits.in

For submission of Extended Abstract/Poster Click Here

PhD scholars at any stage of their work (not submitted their thesis) are invited to submit their ongoing work/idea/concept to this colloquium. As specified, few major domain/tracks are mentioned but we can extend to any IEEE society of interest. Two kinds of contributions are invited; extended abstract (2 pages) and poster. While, accepted and presented extended abstracts will be submitted for possible inclusion into IEEE Xplore, the poster can be discussed during the session.
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**CONTACT US**

Mahesh Kumar Jha (+91 9036278572)/Priya R (+91 9686272096)

Email id: phdeditsgroup@gmail.com